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Abstract. As mobile computing matures, location-awareness as part of
context-awareness gains more attention; especially, location-aware services for mobile users. This paper concentrates on the software engineering issues of location-aware services and presents Mobile Shadow as an
successful example of a design and an implementation of a scalable, fault
tolerant, and component-based service infrastructure for location-aware
services. The paper presents the basic concepts used in Mobile Shadow,
the requirements, and the resulting component architecture.
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1

Introduction

The continuous trend of miniaturization of hardware and the exponential growth
of computation power has created a wide spectrum of small mobile computing gadgets. These gadgets enable the ’anytime and anywhere’ communication
paradigm, which has lead to the trend of wireless communication technology
such as the global system for mobile communication (GSM) or the wireless local
area networks (WLANs). These two trends form the basis of mobile computing.
Due to the high proliferation of mobile computing gadgets and technology,
concepts such as context-awareness and especially location-awareness have regained interest. Only ten years ago, the location of a computer user did generally not change. Today, the user carries his notebook from one location to
another, connects to the network, and continues using network-based services.
A location-aware system would notice such a location change and would offer
services specific to that new location.
An example of such a location-aware service is a reminder service. John wants
to carry books home with him for the weekend. Therefore, he wants to receive
a reminder, when he is going home. Hence, he sticks a post-it on the exit door
of the office building to remind him not to forget the books. Instead of a post-it
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note, John could use an electronic location-aware service to remind him not to
forget his books. John would enter the reminder text and most constraints (e.g.,
building exit, after 5pm) and the service will send a reminder as soon as all
constraints are fulfilled (i.e., John leaves the building after 5pm).
The Mobile Shadow project at the University of Salzburg provides an infrastructure for such services. The system aims at three issues: proactive locationawareness, scalability/fault tolerance, and components & adaptivity. A location system basing on 802.11 WLAN technology enables proactive locationawareness. A decentralized infrastructure and the use of mobile code technology
tackle the scalability and fault tolerance issues. And the use of agent technology
and a component-based design support adaptivity by manipulation of the user.
Related research projects mainly concentrate on the locating issues and not
on software engineering issues; Example projects are Cricket [15], Cyberguide
[2], Active Bat [3], EventManager [13], or active badge [17]. Each system usually
has one proof-of-concept service. The most closely related system is the sticke document approach [4]. However, this system has never been implemented
and only ran as a simulation at a workstation. Furthermore, the project did
not concentrate on the software part of location-aware services. Another closely
related project is the Lancaster Tour Guide [5]. The project provides a locationaware service for tourists in the Lancaster area. The project bases on an 802.11
WLAN and provides location-sensitive tourist information upon request. Thus,
it is a reactive service only. The system bases on an extended version of HTML
and uses thin client devices.
The remainder of the work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
concepts for proactive location-aware services and mobile code. Section 3 describes the Mobile Shadow system and presents a scenario and implementation
details. Section 4 explains the different types of adaptivity available in the Mobile
Shadow system. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Concepts

The following paragraphs provide an introduction to the core concepts of the
Mobile Shadow architecture.
2.1

Locating versus Location

Systems combine the entities object and location in one of the two following
relations:
1. Where is object o1 ? — At location l1 .
2. Who is at location l1 ? — The objects o1 and o2 .
The first query refers to the mapping from objects to locations (see Figure
1(a)) and the second from locations to objects (see Figure 1(b)). We define systems using the first type of mapping (object → location) as locating systems
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and the second (location → objects) as location system. The key difference between locating and location systems is the fact that locating systems focus on the
identification of locations of objects, whereas location systems identify objects
at locations. Each system requires different methods and mechanisms to provide
the result to the query (for detailed discussion about the differences between
these two mappings see [8]).

(a) Mapping objects to
locations (λ).

(b) Mapping locations to
objects (ω).

Fig. 1. Locating systems map objects to locations, whereas location systems
map locations to objects.

2.2

Reactive versus Proactive Behaviour

Another important concept in the area of context-awareness is what we call
proactivity versus reactivity. Currently, most location-aware systems offer reactive services only. The technology to build such reactive systems is already
available [11] whereas current technology does not support proactive services
out of the box [7].
Reactive services rely on the prevailing request-response communication mechanism, where the service complements the client’s incomplete knowledge. The
client actively “pulls” information from the service by issuing an explicit request. The most well known service, which uses this mechanism, is the World
Wide Web (WWW) and the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). When a user
wants to visit a site, she enters the name, presses return (thereby issues the request), and will get the answer (the WWW server of that site will return the
requested document).
Proactive services deliver or “push” information to a client without explicit
request. Therefore, the user need not send an explicit request and will receive
information automatically. Such proactive services work autonomously as background processes and they prompt/inform the user as configured. To use such a
service, the client must subscribe to the service. During the subscription process,
the client creates a profile, which forms the basis for distinguishing wanted and
unwanted information. The reminder service mentioned in the introduction is a
typical proactive service. The service would miss its purpose, if the client always
has to query whether a reminder is set or not. Therefore, the reminder service
runs in the background and prompts the user, whenever a reminder is set.
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2.3

Mobile Code

The advent of Java in 1994 and its built-in support for simple network programming revived mobile code paradigms. Although, prior projects existed, many
researchers started researching mobile code at that time [10]. In general, mobile
code is about moving data and/or code. There are four different mobile code
paradigms: code-on-demand, remote evaluation, and mobile agents.
The Code-on-demand paradigm got widespread with the advent of Java applets. The client requests code from a server, the server returns the binary code,
and the client runs this code. In this paradigm, only code is transferred via the
network. The remote evaluation paradigm bases on transferring code. The client
transfers code to the server, the server executes the code and returns the result
to the client. Finally, the mobile agent paradigm is a mixture of the previously
mentioned paradigms. A mobile agent consists of code, data, and a program
state (i.e., it resumes operation at the remote host where it has left off before).
The key property of it is “autonomous”. The client sends a mobile agent to
the server and the server executes it. After the execution, the mobile agent can
autonomously decide to move to another server or to return to the client. In
this paradigm, the program code, the data, and the program state are transferred through the network. In this work we use mobile agent and mobile code
component synonymously.

3

Mobile Shadow

The University of Salzburg has built an architecture for proactive cell-based
location-aware services. It is called Mobile Shadow [1]. In contrast to related
work, Mobile Shadow bases on a locating system; it is optimized to answer
queries such as who is nearby the building exit.
In this project concerning the software architecture, we aim at particular
goals: modifiability/adaptivity, scalability, and fault tolerance. Modifiability is
important, because we want to provide a platform for location-based services
and thus want to add new services later on. To ease the user interaction, we also
need to support adaptivity. By adaptivity we mean adaptation by manipulation
by the user (see [12] for a discussion about the different concepts). The other
goal is scalability; scalability is important, because most location-based services
do make sense only when they cover a large area and to cover a large area and
many users, the service must be scalable and the service platform must provide
scalability features to services. Another aim is fault tolerance; if the system
covers a large area, the system must not fail completely, if one service crashes
or one cell crashes.
3.1

System Architecture

Several cycles of architecture design and evaluation lead us to a decentralized
and localized architecture (see Figure 2). Each cell has its own communication
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technology and a connection link to the adjacent cells. In the figure each cell
includes only a service pool which runs a replica of a local service (i.e., S1 to
S7 ). Each user accesses the services directly in his cell. For instance, user A
stands in cell A and accesses the service S5 and S7 in Cell A through the cell’s
own communication system. User B stands in cell B and also accesses the services
through the cell’s own communication system.
This architecture satisfies our requirements. Concerning scalability, different
users in different cells access different replica of the same service. Therefore the
service access will not become a bottleneck. Also, we can multiply the number
of service pools in one cell, so we also can perform dynamic load balancing.
Concerning fault tolerance, if the communication technology in one cell fails, it
does not affect the other cells. For example, if the communication technology in
cell A fails, User B in cell B can still access the services.

Fig. 2. The decentralized and localized architecture of Mobile Shadow.

3.2

Computation Model

Mobile Shadow meets the stated requirements and implements the suggested
scalable, fault tolerant, and modifiable architecture through different models.
What we call space model describes how we map the reality onto the system
architecture (see below for a description of all models). The user model and the
service model show how we represent users and services in this virtual reality.
The user-space and the service-space model explain how we handle user and
service movements. And finally the user-service model shows how we model user
access to services.
Space Model. In the Mobile Shadow system, each physical place also has exactly
one logical counterpart. The physical environment is split into several separate
small cells and each of these cells has a virtual representation. For example, the
location “building exit” exists as “shadow building exit” location, too.
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Furthermore, the space model allows adding a hierarchical structure as a tree
on top of it. Several cells can be virtually merged into one larger cell and several
cells can be treated as one larger cell but still exist separately. For example, our
computer science building consists of several cells, however, the whole building
also represents a virtual location “computer science building”.
User Model. Each user owns a virtual “alter ego” (a mobile code component).
This component, called user agent, always resides at the logical counterpart
of the current user’s location. Therefore, if a user agent resides at the virtual
“building exit” location, then the real user also resides at that location.
Additionally, each agent is associated with several roles. Each role defines
the specific set of services available for the user. For example, staff members can
access different services than students or visitors.
Each service consists of a trigger and a service implementation. The user
agent runs the trigger and the local infrastructure runs the service implementation. A trigger consists of trigger constraints, a personal configuration, and a
trigger action. The user can configure what triggers his agent has and the user
can also set the personal configuration of each trigger via a small command line
application or a web interface. The trigger constraints define conditions in order
to call the trigger action such as time, location, or available services. Once all
these constraints are satisfied, the trigger action activates the local service and
transfers the personal configuration of the user for this service.

(a) A student user
agent.

(b) An example user
agent for a Mobile
Shadow developer.

Fig. 3. Example user agents. Each user can have several roles and different triggers
for each role.

Figure 3 shows two user agents, their roles, and the included triggers. Although some roles may share the same triggers such as the local MessageBoard
(see below), they also offer a different set of services (e.g., see Figure 3(b) the
developer role, ) or have different access permissions (e.g., the lecture reminder
service is equivalent to the reminder service, however, the user has predefined
reminders).
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User-Space Model. To provide location-aware services, Mobile Shadow transforms user movements into virtual movements. Thus, if the user moves from
location A to location B, then the user agent will move from the virtual location
A to the virtual location B; Once the user agent arrived at the new place, it
accesses the local resources such as a local database, other local user agents, and
local available services.
Service Model. Services, similar to users, have a virtual representation. For example in a tour guide service, a museum painting offers a specific service; e.g., an
insight into the art of the previous century. This painting owns a virtual service
at its location. The service offers this information to user agents who visit this
location. The service can even notify the user of its existence, depending on the
trigger configuration of the user agent.
Real world services and services—i.e., services that are only available in the
virtual user space—are available in Mobile Shadow. Such services are often real
world services transformed and extended into digital services. For example, a
local message board service (see GeoNotes [6]); the service is similar to a blackboard, however, the notes are in an electronic form and the blackboard provides
different notes at different locations. A user can read, add, or remove notes at
any location she wants to.
Service-Space Model. The service-space model is static in contrast to the userspace model. So far, the Mobile Shadow project only consists of real and virtual
services that do not move. However, one could think of moving services such as
services that chase viruses. Service such as the painting service have a specific
location and work with localized or personalized data.
User-Service Model. When a user agent moves to a new location, this location
change activates the triggers of each service. The trigger tries to fulfill the trigger
constraints. In case it succeeds, the trigger action activates this service and
transfers the personal configuration parameters. Afterwards, the activated and
personalized service processes the local data. If the service finds some information
that may be interesting for the user, it will notify her according to the personal
setup (e.g., via short message service or via display message or via email).
3.3

Mobile Shadow Component Architecture

Each location-aware service consists of two parts: the service and the trigger.
The trigger contains the user specific configuration parameters, the trigger constraints, and the trigger action. In simple cases, the configuration cannot be
changed and the action is a simple method invocation. The service contains all
server-side business logic such as database access or data processing. The user
agent manages the roles and triggers (e.g., deactivating them before moving to a
new location or activating them after moving) and provides the basic functionality for the triggers (e.g., finding the service dock). The service dock controls
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Fig. 4. Component concept of Mobile Shadow. The system has a modular design,
which enhances support for adding and exchanging components.

the services (e.g., registration of new services or starting and shutting down services) and provides some basic functionality (e.g., finding a service or gaining
database access). The control agent manages the communication between Mobile
Shadow and the location system and provides interfaces to external resources
such as partner research projects. Furthermore, the control agent manages the
user agents, e.g., it is responsible to move user agents to their new location. Finally, the mobile agent system provides the basic infrastructure for mobile code,
which also includes an inter-agent messaging system. Finally, the location system
tells the control agent, when an agent did move from one place to another.
3.4

Example Scenario

A location-aware service is the reminder service. The introduction already presented the objectives of the service. Among other services, Mobile Shadow provides this reminder service.
User John wants to carry books home with him for the weekend. Therefore,
he wants to receive a reminder, when he is going home. In the Mobile Shadow
system, he opens the WWW interface to add location-based reminders. He enters/selects following data: cell id (pull down list), reminder text (maximum of
140 characters1 ), reminder start time and start date, reminder end time and
end date, how often he wants to be reminded of this one event (e.g., John could
wish to be reminded every day to lock his door, then the number of reminders is
infinite). The cell identification is equivalent to the location. The correct cell for
this example is the building exit cell (i.e., AP Hall ). The reminder text is “Hey!
Don’t forget the books for the weekend!”. The reminder start time is “5pm” and
the start date is “today”. The reminder end time is “11pm” and the end date is
“today”. The reminder is only active between the start time and the end time.
1

Messages may be delivered via the short message service to for cellular phones. Such
messages have a limit of 140 characters.
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This prevents for instance, that John also receives the reminder, when he leaves
for lunch. Finally, John can also define the number of reminders that he wants
to receive. In this example, John sets the reminder count to “1”. Therefore, John
will receive only one reminder and then the system will deactivate the reminder.
After the John filled out all the required fields, he submits the data and thus
configures the trigger carried around by his user agent.

Fig. 5. Example Scenario “John and the books.”. John must not forget to carry
books home for reading, thus he did set a location-based reminder in the exit cell of
his building.

Fig. 6. Each time the agent arrives at a new place, it receives an event from
the agent system and then it activates the triggers.

Figures 5 and 6 show what is going to happen, when John is leaving the
building after 5pm. John moves through the building and thus enters and leaves
several locations. At each location the user agent receives the NewCell event from
the Mobile Shadow platform. Finally, John and his user agent enter the building
exit cell. Arriving in this cell, the user agent again activates the triggers. The
reminder trigger checks its constraints and executes the trigger action. Because
it is past 5pm and before 11pm, the date is today, and the reminder is still
active (the reminder count is greater than zero), the service will return a valid
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reminder. Now, the user agent uses the short message service (SMS) and sends
the reminder to the John’s cellular phone.
3.5

Implementation

The Mobile Shadow research project has consisted of two phases. Researchers
at the University of Constance built the first prototype of the Mobile Shadow
system. This first prototype implemented the whole functionality except the location system. Therefore, user agents had to be moved manually to demonstrate
the system. The first prototype was implemented in Java, used the Aglets mobile
agent system as basic infrastructure, and MySQL as database management system. Researchers at the University of Salzburg built the second prototype of the
Mobile Shadow system. This prototype now includes the location system, the
interface to Mobile Shadow, and three running services. The second prototype
is implemented in Java but uses the Grasshopper Agent system [16] (to increase
independence from the underlying system) as basic infrastructure and MySQL
as database management system.

Fig. 7. Computer science building ground floor and integrated Mobile
Shadow infrastructure. The building plan shows five WLAN access point and how
the Mobile Shadow system is integrated into it.

Based on an evaluation of wireless communication technologies [7], the second
prototype was built on top of an 802.11b wireless local area network [14]. Figure
7 shows the ground floor of the computer science building. In addition the figure
shows five access points of the WLAN and the integrated Mobile Shadow system.
There are a total of 11 access points distributed on three levels of the building.
However, the component architecture in Section 3.3 showed that the location
system is only loosely coupled, so we can easily exchange the WLAN location
system by commercial ones or research projects such as Cricket [15], Cyberguide
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[2], or Active Bat [3], which would provide a more exact locating system than
the WLAN system.
To realize the location system, the WLAN hardware vendor Proxim cooperated with the university and provided information about the implementation
of the hand-off protocol (a client switches from one access point to another). In
order to detect location changes, the locating system of Mobile Shadow analyses
the network traffic between the access points and a central access point controller. When a client switches from one access point to another, then the new
access point registers the client at the central controller. Therefore, the location
system knows when to move the user agent. The system determines the destination of the user agent by querying adjacent access points. Once it has found
the destination, it notifies the control agent of the location change.
In addition to a virtual place for each location, the Mobile Shadow system
also requires a place to store ’homeless’ user agents. This place is called garage.
Once the user turns off the WLAN device, the locating system can no longer
track the user. After a timeout, the location system issues a location change to
the garage place. Then, the Mobile Shadow system moves the user agent to the
garage. Besides easier maintenance, this simplifies the restore process once the
user again turns off the device. In case of a restore (the user joins the WLAN
again), the system knows where it can to find the agent2 .

4

Adaptivity

The computation model on which Mobile Shadow bases and its modular design
allow adapting the system in three simple and efficient ways: (1) the user can
define an specific configuration for each service (e.g., the user can define the list
of friends for the FriendFinder service or the kind of notification of reminders),
(2) the user can add triggers and thus subscribe to new services, and (3) the
system designer can change user roles so they suit the new requirements.

Fig. 8. Manipulation of the user agent setup. The user can adapt her user agent
at three different layers.

2

To provide a scalable solution for the garage, we use a peer to peer model that is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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Manipulation of the User Configuration. The easiest way of adapting the system
to the personal needs of a user is to change the configuration of the trigger. Each
service offers different parameters and each user can adjust this parameters to
her personal needs via a web service. For example, the main intention of the
FriendFinder service is to automatically notify the user whenever one of his
friends enters the same location. The basic setup is to define this list of friends
(i.e., enter the phone numbers of them). But there are also general settings, which
are not specific for a certain trigger. For example, Mobile Shadow uses SMS as
default notification service, but some users prefer other notification services.
Therefore, users can also configure the notification mechanism (e.g., show a
message on the device or send an email).
Manipulation of Triggers. The second possibility for a user to adapt the system
is to add or remove triggers to and from his user agent. A separate WWW
interface allows configuring these components and thus allows the user adapting
her subscription setup. Due to use of component technology and Java, the user
can execute the changes during runtime and no restart is necessary.
Manipulation of User Roles. Finally, the third possibility to adapt the system is
to introduce new role components. The user agent is only the vehicle that carries
and manages the roles. The roles provide the basic features to the triggers.
Different users may need different basic features and therefore need different
types of roles. For example, staff members belong to a different role than students
(see the previous example in Section 3.2).
We do not allow users to assign or program roles themselves. The main
reason is security. The role concept allows us to run a strict security policy
(e.g., developers can access anything, staff services have read-write database
access, student services have read-only database access) that the underlying
agent platform can enforce. Otherwise we risk running into security problems as
agent systems are not yet secure enough [9]. Therefore, if a user needs a special
role, then she must ask the system designer and developer to assign or implement
the new one.

5

Conclusion

Mobile Shadow is an infrastructure that provides support for proactive locationaware services. The main aims of the research project are to provide a sound software architecture that supports modifyability/adaptivity, scalability, and fault
tolerance. The paper presents details about the concepts used in Mobile Shadow,
its design and implementation that allow us to meet the requirements. In contrast
to the related work, Mobile Shadow does not concentrate on technical solutions
of locating an object but it concentrates on the software architectural issues of
service platforms for location-aware services.
As future work, the researchers plan to open the agent system codebase so
any user can program his own user agent. Due to the success and the novelty of
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the approach, the researchers plan to evolve the Mobile Shadow prototype to a
product.
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